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Abstract: 
 A strange feature of Anglo-Am law is that human dead bodies do not legally belong to 
anyone, except insofar as a time-limited “quasi property” permits descendants to bury the body 
of a deceased relative.  There are other matters too that are unowned in principle; property in hot 
news expires beyond its own period of “quasi-property”; and other intellectual achievements, 
beyond their IP term, are also open to use by all.   

But intellectual matters do not deteriorate with use, whereas corpses are finite objects, 
and finite objects are generally subject to overuse if left in open access.  One might think that 
human remains are unlikely to suffer overuse not only because of their disturbing character, but 
also because any value they have is limited to a small number of persons, especially descendants.  
But in fact, human remains have had increasing use value for third parties for several centuries, 
first for anatomy lessons and more recently for medical research.   

A standard theory of property argues that property rights evolve in things as those things 
become increasingly valuable.  What then explains the persistent lack of property in human 
remains?  Is it simply a persistent disquiet?  And does that condition of no-property have any 
relationship with intellectual matters that are also not subject to property?    

This article argues that post mortem human bodies and remains have indeed become 
property, but in an unacknowledged way that mimics informal property arrangements for 
information in what I will call communities of secrets--as for example rituals among shamans, or 
idea exchanges in groups of scientists.  Other examples might include information exchange 
rules in fraternal organizations, groups of gossipers, guilds, perhaps even spy rings--that is, in 
any group in which open disclosure of information is disadvantageous to the in-group.  With 
respect to human remains, however, one question is whether increasing secularization in the 
general population will be followed by decreasing public sensitivity to propertized remains, and 
a corresponding increase in formal property arrangements 
 


